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NORTHERN VIRGINIA NEWPORTNEWg uHAMPTON " 
MARYLAND CHESAPEAKE ~ PORTSMOUTH 
COME TO AN OPEN HOUSE 
January 18,19,20 
Monterey Holiday Inn Resort 
1000 Aguajito Rd. Peninsula Room 
10AM - 4PM 
373-6141 
SPECIALIZING IN MILITARY RELOCATION 
MAPS-SCHOOLS-FINANCING-RECREATION-NEW HOME BROCHURES 
ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN - MORTGAGE LENDER AVAILABLE 
SANDY MARTINISKO CHARLOTTE :S:~iCH" LINDA FOX-JARVIS BARBARA ADAMS 
800-344-7253 800-453-,1879 800-468-7382 804-481-3110 
, EXT. 676 ... y{ COLLECT 
Willialll 1:. Wood 
REMAX ASSOCIATES alld Auodatn REALTORS 
CALL or SEND for FREE RELOCATION PACKAGE!! r-------------I MARYLAND: 
I REMAX 100 C/O MISCAVICH 
P.O. BOX 549 r BOWIE, MD20715 
I VIRGINIA: 
II REMAX ELITE C/O MARTINISKO 
5641 BURKE CENTRE PKWY 
I BURKE, VA 22015 L ___________ _ 
--------------
NAME _______ _ 
ADDRESS ______ _ 
CITY _____ .STATE 
PHONE _______ _ 
--------------
-----------, 
VA BEACH - NORFOLK r 
NEWPORT NEWS - I 
HAMPTON I 
WILLIAM E. WOOD & ASSOC. I 
1120 INDEPENDENCE BLVD. I 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23455 I 
ATTN: BARBARA/LINDA I 
_ __________ ..1 
• 
II CHANG'!: THE DATE ON YOUR CALENDARS II 
THE WELCOME ABOARD· NEW COMER'S EVENING HAS BEEN RESCHEDULED .. 





cial invnation to 




their spouses to 
attend the Wel-
come Aboard -
New Comer's Evening. This unique evening has 
been rescheduled for THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 
1991, at 7:30 p.m. in the Barbara McNttI Ballroom of 
Herrmann Hall. 
The feature presentation of the evening will be 
"CRAMALOT" -a musical comedy performed by fel-
low students and spouses giving an entertaining look 
into family and student life at NPS. Mrs. Deryl Hess, 
the choir director at the NPS Protestant Chapel will 
direct the musical production. 
Addnionally. there will be speakers, refreshments, 
"STATE OF THE ART" 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
- Custom Veneers 
door prizes and displays by NPS and community or-
ganizations offering information on activ~ies, services, 
and volunteer opportunnies in the area. Child care will 
be provided free of charge through the Child Care 
Center on a first 
come-first serve 
basis. Reservations 
are required and 
rrust be made during 
the week of February 
II-IS, by calling Mrs. 
Mull (646-2734) at 
the Center. 
If you would like 
further information, 
contact Susie Th-
ompson at 372-8617 ~~;::::~~~~~~!J 
or Barbara Comer- \-
ford at 375-9602. 
We look forward to 




- Children Over 3 
Welcome and Treated 
Lovingly 
- Use Your New Delta 
Dental Benefit Plan 
- Nitrous Oxide 
- Bonding FOR THE FAMILY for Relaxation 
- Porcelain Crowns 
- Bleaching 
375-1112 
46 Porta Vista Drive • Monterey 
(Near Del Monte Shopping Center) 
- VISA, MC, Amer. Ex. 
Payment Plans Available 
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The Claumat. wu Originated and pre-
YIously edited by the wlv .. d. thl etudent. 
of the Oenaral Lin. and Naval Selene. 
School. .. ,. now 8pC)MOred by the Offtcer 
SlUM"' . ' WlvH' Club of the Naval Poet· 
gradua,. School. IIstariala and opinion. 
contJIlned herein .,. thoM of the contribu-
tor. and ahould not be conaklered an off'" 
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laue). The ducllne 'or advertlalng copy III 
the 5th of the month pr\or to the month of 
publlcotlon. 
Casa de Amigos Animal Hotel 









• Bathing & dipping 
• Iridoor & outdoor runs 
• Airport pickup and delivery 
715 Foam St. 
373-0482 Monterey 
Bring us this ad and we'/Igive you a FREE SHAMPOO 
with the purchase of a Supercut. This offer good for men, 
women and children and there 's no need for an appoint-
ment. 




488 ALVARADO ST. 
MONTEREY 
375-2887 
No Appointment Necessary 
Monterey United Methodist Church 
"Young Adult Fellowship" 
NEAR MUNRAS AND SOLEDAD DRNE 
IN MONTEREY 
Sunday School 9:30 
Worship Celebration l1:00AM 
Loving Child Care Provided All MOrning 
A Caring Christian Community just minutes from La. Mesa 
ONE SOLEDAD DRIVE 
CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION AT 375-8285 
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Since January is often looked for-
ward to wijh eagerness and anticipa-
tion, ij is appropriate that I begin here 
as the new editor of the Classmate. 
After writing silly humor for more than 
a year, t was decided that I should get 
a real job. As they say in "the fleet," 
another opportunijy to excel; a~hough , 
I AM truly grateful for this opportunity. 
The Classmate has such tremen-
dous talent. I only wish I had never had 
to lose anyone to graduation. Even 
Editor's Note 
by Leigh Gardener 
with the constant changes and quar-
terly rotations, we continue to put to-
gether a magazine designed specifi-
cally for the military families of the 
Naval Postgraduate School. 
This month, I begin by recognizing 
Beth Hedges who photographed the 
cover. When we decided to feature the 
beautiful antique Herschede clock that 
stands in Herrmann Hall, Beth did not 
know what she was getting into. She 
spent daytime as well as nighttime 
hours photographing the clock, never 
getting resu~s that statisfied her. For-
tunately, Mrs. West, upon hearing of 
Beth's plight, invited us into her home 
where a second, identical clock is on 
display! Many thanks to Admiral and 
Mrs. West for graciously allowing us 
into their quarters, and also to Beth 
Hedges for her professional spirit and 
dedication. 
Hungry? Jennie Culpepper tells us 
where to dine as she sorts through the 
resu~s of our "Best of Monterey" res-
taurant survey. This is a helpful guide 
for new places to try on those special 
nights out. 
A new regular feature we begin this 
month is our column on International 
Families. Regina Galvin does a terri-
fic job in creating a better understand-
ing between our different cultures. 
Regina will highlight a different interna-
tional family each month. 
And finally, my heartfeH thanks to our 
outgoing editor, Susan Romanelli. We 
have had so many adventures working 
together on the magazine, that we 
quickly named ourselves Lucy and 
Ethel. I will earnestly try to fill her shoes 
as I begin as editor of the Classmate. 
She has left a great examPle to follow. 
All of that said, may I sincerely wish 
you and your families a healthy and 
prosperous New Year. 
DISCOVER THE ART GALLERY & FRAMING STORE THAT 
SPECIALIZES IN VARIETY, FAST SERVICE, & ·AFFORDABLE PRICES! 
. Largest Selection of Prints , 
Posters. & "Ready to Hang" 
Art 
.wide Selection of Monterey 
Area Scenes 
.Lim~ed Ed~ions 
. Original Oils & Acrylics 
. 'nternationa' & Local Art ists 
. Art for Offices 
. House Calls 
. Oecorator Service 
~rton Trial 
COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS WELCOME 
**FRAMING** 
.Quality, Guaranteed, Custom, 
Readymade & Khs 
.Many Colors & Styles 
.Mounting 
-Dry -Conservation & 
-Photo Museum for Art 
-Object of Value 
.N~dlework & Mirror 
.Stan~ard/Specialty Mats 
.Glass/Glass Etch ing 
.Photo Frames 'DEC~WALLS 
£tpreSslVf A rt and Custom Frommg .Insurance Estimates IRepairs 
1620 Del Monte Center . from Mervyn's) • 649-6589 
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President's Message 
by Glngerlee Ingles-Young 
Anew year has dawned and I hope ev-
eryone had a wonderful Holiday Break. 
January is off and running I For 1991 the 
first Hem Is the Executive Board Elections. 
These elections will be held on February 4th 
In the La Novia Room or by Absentee bal-
lot. At this months meeting you will be able 
to meet the ladles who are running for a 
posHlon on the Executive Board. To better 
assist you In your decision, here Is a brief 
synposls of what each Executive Board 
member does: President: Must have held 
and. followed through wHh at least one 
Govemlng Board posHion for a term of six 
months. She presides over all meetings, 
acts as a liaison to the Command, wrnes ar-
ticles for each Classmate Issue, plans the 
agendas and talks on the phone a lot. First 
Vice President: Is our social butterfly. She 
plans all our programs, orders our refresh-
ments and handles our raffles at our 
monthly meetings. She also stays Informed 
so that n need be she can step In for the 
President. Second Vice President: Her 
main job Is to preside over the Curriculum 
Representatives. This Is a very Important 
job as she Is the liaison between the club 
and the CR's In getting vHal information out 
to the students and their spouses. She also 
arranges the Section Liaison Receptions 
and keeps track of all our new babies. Re-
cording Secretary: Usually has wme(s 
cramp from recording the minutes at the 
Executive, Govemlng and special meet-
Ings. She Is also chairman of the Alloca-
tions Committee. Corresponding Secre-
tary: " Queen of the Copy Machine" as 
Michelle Mazanec calls her jobl She Is 
responsible for all the flyers, newsletters 
and any other pieces of Information that the 
OSWC produces. She makes an average 
of 10,000 copies a month. She orders all 
OSWC supplies and maintains the supply 
closet. Treasurer: She maintains our 
checking account and keeps all financial 
records. She prepares the budget at the 
beginning of each term and pays the bills. 
She also prepares a monthly statement. 
n you still need more Information, con-
tact one of the current Executive Board 
members, They would love to fill you In on 
their job. If you aren't Interested in an 
Executive Board position, we stili have a 
number of Govemlng Board posHlons open 
or maybe just some committee work. 
Whatever your fancy give somebody a call i 
Now that you have something to think 
about for the month of January, I'd like to 
OSWC MEMBERSHIP 
Thank those ladies who worked so hard last 
December. To Mary Frances Toy and all 
those ladles who eHher baked or assisted 
her in making this Christmas Bake Sale so 
successful for the club. Thank you so much 
to Darlene Shipley and. Kathy Hennelly for 
a great Bargain Fair. To Andy Earle and 
Laurie Wheelock for making sure that Santa 
got to every house on their list. Thank you 
Paula Palmore and those Ladies and Gents 
who assisted her In representing the OSWC 
and NPS In this years Christmas In the 
Adobes. You all did a wonderful job! 
Some upcoming events to look forward 
to: Elections - February 4 1n the La Novia 
Room 7:30 p.m. Valantlne's Day Bake 
Sale - February 14 In Herrmann Hall 
Cramalot - February 21 in Herrmann Hall 
wHh Information booths on the Quarterdeck 
7:30p.m. 
The OSWC Is the Officers Students' Wives' Club of the Naval Postgraduate School for the spouses of all students. In addition to 
sponsoring monthly activities such as luncheons, OSWC also sponsors the Art Auction, Adobe Tour, International Students' 
Wives Tea and many other Holiday events. Dues collected entHIe you to member discounts as well as monthly Pink Flyers and 
the OSWC Directory. To obtain membership, fill out the form below and send H wHh a check made out to OSWC to:Michelle 
Mikatarlum, 1517 SMC, Phone 443-9625. Dues: $2 per quarter, minimum 4 quarters for new members/renewals (or remainder 
of duty stay). Membership Is free to allintemational spouses. 
SMC # New Member Renewal Active Associate _______ _ 
Last Name _____ __________ Flrst ______ Phone # ___________ _ 
Spouse's Name Rank ______ Servlce _ _________ _ 
Curriculum Graduation Date (month/year) ___________ __ _ 
Address ___ _ ___________ CHy ________ Zip Code _______ _ 
Length of Membershlp ___________ Amount Enclosed $ ______________ _ 
Are you Interested In committee work? YES _ ___ NO _ _ __ Volunteer? YES ____ NO ______ _ 
Would you like to participate In our club administration? YES ____ NO _ __ _ 
Would you be Interested In baking for the OSWC bake sales? YES, ___ NO ___ _ 
00 you wish to have your Name, Spouse's Name and Service, Address and Telephone Number In the OSWC Directory? (mem-
bers only) YES NO __ _ 
Would you like a copy of the OSWC By-Laws? YES ___ NO ___ _ 
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Advisor's Note 
After a year as Advisor to the 
CLASSMATE I would like to com-
ment on your magazine and tls edi-
tors and staff. There are very few 
areas with a publications like this. 
Susan Romanelli has'put in 'many .",' 
volunteer hours in order to publish a 
quality magazine for OSWC:' She 
has definitely served above and 
beyond the duties of a CLASSMATE 
editor. Her successor, Leigh Gar-
dener, is capable and eagerto con-
tinue the fine qualny. She can use 
your help. If you are at all interested 
in writing, photography, illustration, 
distribution, layout, or if you have 
any ideas on articles or features that 
you would like to see included in fu-
ture issues say sol Monthly partici-
pat ion is not a requirement; one 
time submissions are always wel-
come. Call Leigh and add to obr 
resources. You do not need ex~- , 
nence. .,.' ."'i'ik 
AI the very least givelhes8har'd .. 
working volunteers' your support 
and occasional compliment for the 
wonderful job they do. They enjOy 
putting the magazine together but 
an encouraging wor'dis always 
welcome. Month after month these 
ladies have continued to tum out a 
marvelous product and I consider 
myself fortunate to have been asso-
ciated with such a talented group of 
women over the past year. 
Valerie JenSen 
. '" 
EXPERT INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
Deluxe Service by Appointment Only 
H. & J. TAX SERVICE 
P.O . Box 457 , Pacific Grove, CA 
1649-82501 
Col. H .F . (Hal) Adkins (Ret. ) 
Enrolled Agent 
We know the Service Family 's tax problems. 
Years of successfully assisting Classmate readers . 
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Santa Claus 
Came to Town 
Santa Claus came to town; well, to 
La Mesa that is, for a visit last month. 
During his short stay he was able to 
entertain 180 families and approxi-
mately 400 children. 
Santa wishes to thank his many 
helpers including Andy Earle and Lau-
rie Wheelock for making sure he was 
in the right place at the right time; and 
the many volunteers who assisted in 
making his trip a success. 
A special thanks also goes to the 
following local establishments for mak-
ing donations to help thank Santa's 
volunteers. These include: Marie Cal-
lenders, Del Monte Express, The Tin-
nery, Gianni's Pizza, Los Hermanos, 
O'Kane's Pub, OIIieer's Club at NPS; 
all in Monterey; Hog's Breath Saloon 
and Mission Ranch in Carmel. 
"CRAMALOT" 
GETS A NEW DAY!! 
YOU CAN BE PART 
OF THE SHOW!! 
The Officer Students Wives Club 
(OSWC) will host a Welcome Aboard-
. New Comer's Evening on FEBRUARY 
21, 1991. This is a change in date from 
January 17. The musical comedy 
·Cramalot" will be presented by stu-
dents and spouses. Mrs. Deryl Hess, 
the choir director for the NPS Protes-
tant Chapel will direct the production. 
Volunteers are STILL NEEDED in 
various capacities. If you are interested 
in being part of this special event, 
please contact Susie Thompson (372-
8617), Barbara Comerford (375-9602) 
or Deryl Hess (646-8668). 
[I[l@)[1 @l8 
@lfD~[)~ 
by Susan Anderson 
Daniel Rebel Evert, born November 
14, 1990 9 Ibs., 11 oz. 20" paren1s; Rich-
ard & Gwyn Evert. 
Broghan Spenser Mack, born Octo-
ber 30, 1990 61bs., 10 oz. 18 112" parems; 
Bryan & Donna Mack. 
Matthew Logan Esple, born October 
26, 1990 7 Ibs., 2 oz. 19 112" parents; 
John & Peg Esple. 
Kelsey Eileen Tobin, born August 7, 
1990 6 Ibs., 11 oz. 19 112" parents; 
Steve & Ruth Tobin. 
Kathleen Ann Snyder, born Septem-
ber 19, 1990 7lbs., 2 oz. 19 112" parents; 
David & Lynne Snyder. 
Christopher Bruce McClelland, born 
October3,199061bs., 150z. 19112"par-
ents; Cha~es & Debbie McClelland. 
Xavier Maxwell Metzger, born Octo-
ber4, 1990 8lbs., 1 oz. 19112" parents; 
Ferdinand & Theresa Metzger. 
Katherine Michele Galvin, born Sep-
tember 12, 1990 7 Ibs., 15 oz. 20", par-
ents; Brian & Michele Galvin. 
Christina Marcelle Novak, born Octo-
ber 21, 1990 7 Ibs., 13 oz., 20" parents; 
Frank & Allison Novak. 
Michael Leontaklanakos, born August 
18,19907 Ibs. , 7 oz., 20 112" parents; 
loannis Leontaklanakos & Nancy Nika. 
Andrew Guerrero Williams, born 
October 29, 1990 8 Ibs., 11 oz., 20 112" 
parents; Mike & Florentlna Williams. 
Raschel France. Hurd, born Octo-
ber 31,19906 Ibs., 7 oz., 193/4" par-
ents; Eric & Leigh Ann Hurd. 
Tinothy John Kaleer, born October 
29, 1990 9 Ibs., 2 oz., 20 112" parents; 
Tom & Carol Kaiser. 
TImothy Andrew Soong, born Oc-
tober 25, 1990 3 Ibs., 3 oz., 15" parems; 
Warren & Monica Soong. 
Nicolas Ante Magrlno, born Octo-
ber 31 1990 9 Ibs., 1 oz,21" parents ; 
Christopher & Michelle Magrino. 
Ryan Michael Gallagher, born Sep-
tember 16, 1990 8 Ibs., 1 oz 21" par-
ents; Dennis & Kelly Gallagher. 
Kerl Ann Gaudraau, born August 
10, 1990 parents; Steve & Merri 
Gaudreau. 
Michael Brook. Mclean, Jr., born 
August 22,19908 Ibs., 8 oz. 21" par-
ents: Mike & Jo Ann McLean. 
Patrick James McKeon, born April 
24, 1990 9 Ibs., 13 oz. 20 112" parents; 
James & Terry McKeon. 
Kimberly Lorraine Espinosa, born 
August 1, 19907 Ibs., 11 oz. 19 112" 
parents; Chuck & Karen Espinosa. 
Send birth announcement. to: Susan Andaraon, SI.fC 2674 
SPOUSE EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
The Naval Postgraduate School has 
a Spouse Employment Assistance 
Program (SEAP) available for spouses 
or family members of active duty mili-
tary. This program provides career and 
job search training as well as career 
counseling. The main purpose of the 
program is to help military spouses 
develop realistic employment and ca-
reer expectations to match their mobile 
lifestyles. 
The services available at our SEAP. 
office includes infonmation on employ-
ment, education and volunteer work in 
our area. Because this office has a 
national network, you can find out valu-
able career information to help you 
when relocating. All dependents are 
eligible for this valuable service. For 
more information contact Rose Anna 
0' Auria at the Family Services Center 
(646-3141) . 
Congratulations 
A new baby is a/ways exciting ... 
We want to make the experience 
as enjoyable and convenient as 
possible for you . .. from layette 
charts to baby gift registries. With 
the best selection in Monterey 
County, and the most knowledgable 
staff, we're here to help you meet 
your baby furniture, clothing (up to 
size 14) and accessory needs. 
We're looking forward to working 
with you ... 
Rascals 
... your mikli spettalty store 






Open Daily 10-6 
Sunday 12-5 
or by Appointment 
(Bring this ad in/or a 10% discount 
on your next clothing purchase) 
A quality academic program 
with Individualized Instruction 
Including pre-school, 
pre-kindergarten and 
kindergarten cia ..... 
Currlculum InctudeI:: 
Mllolc _ Art __ Comput ... 
_ng • _Ing Phonics 
CooIdng Baking And ....... -.I 
Fu._~_ 
For More ".100 .. wk. Cell 375-1743 
1231 _ St., lii0i ..... , 
(A INodI: from Pc II, ~ ... School) 
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THE GIVING WAGON 
48 enthusiastic volunteers and their 
trusty wagons rolled through La Mesa 
on Noverroer 17, for the Annual OSWC 
Giving Wagon. Over 3300 canned and 
boxed foods, personal hygiene prod-
ucts, and diapers were gathered in just 
over one hour, then presented to three 
local organizations that assist people in 
need. These include: Peninsula Out-
reach in Seaside, Meals on Wheels in 
Pacific Grove, and YWCA Battered 
Women's Shelter in Monterey. The 
~ems collected enabled these agencies 
to assist more people during the holi-
day season when some may need ~ 
most. The YWCA Shelter Director 
stated that with our donations they 
would be able to equip their young 
mothers for weeks to come. 
Andy Earle, Chairman of the event 
wishes to acknowledge the following: 
Family Services, for providing public~; 
the Navy Exchange and La Mesa 
School for their assistance; KMST 
Channel 46 for covering this event; 
Giving Wagon Volunteers for donating 
their time and effort for a great cause; 
and to the residents of La Mesa for 
giving so generously. Thank you all for 





Kids truly enjoy playing 
and learning at Gymboree. 
Each 45-minute weekly class 
is filled with music, games, 
sights and sounds they simply 
can't experience at home. Here, 
with their parents, children 
3 months to 4 years explore 
a colorful world unlike anything 
they've ever seen. To find out 
more about the exciting world 






Now that the hustle and bustle of 
Christmas has past, why not take some 
time to really enjoy Monterey? But if 
it's usually hard to find some speCial 
time to spend together w~hout the chil-
dren, then the La Mesa Babysitting Co-
op is the answer to your problems. 
All sitting is done be members (all of 
whom are caring parents) and no 
money is exchanged. Sitting is on a 
point system - you pay when you need 
a sitter and s~ for points when you are 
needed. All you have to do is call the 
secretary and let them know what day 
you and for how long you'll need the 
sitter. It's that easy. Now, w~h the dif-
ficult problem of finding a sitter taken 
care of, you can start getting out and 
enjoying Monterey. 
If you have any questions about the 
babysitting Co-op or are interested in 
joining, please call the Chairperson 
Karen'Cecil, 375-8253. 
Wee Care 
A Christian Pre-School 












(YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE) 
Elections are just around the comer 
and all OSWC members are encour-
aged to be involved in the vote. Mem-
bers will have a chance to meet the 
candidates at the January 14th meet-
ing to help in making this important 
decision on who will be the new Execu-
tive Board members. Biographies will 
be sent to each member w~h absentee 
ballots lor those members unable to 
attend the February 4th meeting. If 
your vote is cast by absentee ballot, the 
ballot must be tumed into SMC# 1548 
by February 1 st in order lor your vote 
to count. Each merrber's vote is impor-
tant so please make a special effort to 
show your support lor the candidates 
by voting. If you have any questions or 
concems please contact Julie Linden-
baum at 372-6729. We look lorward to 
seeing you all at the February meeting. 
DEL MONTE 
EXPRESS 
Home of the Adult 
Five Napkin Burger 
Your Host Engineers 
Larry, Cindy and Joe 
Two Loc:atJons 
2329 North Fremont 
2114 Del Monte Avenue 
Monterey. CA 93940 
408-655-1941 
408-372-9510 
O.S.w.C. MINI CLASSES 
by Patricia Mull 
If you are interested in teDChing a clilss, Please phone me, Patricia Mull, at 655-3976. 
Art School lor Children - Lisa Stoshak at 655-0781 
Basketweavlng - Denise Peters at 649-6083 
Beginning Tole/Folk-Art Painting - Andrea Kindle at 649-6537 
Bowling - Cheri Kendall ay 373-1183 
Breastleedlng Made Easy - Alicia Burgett at 646-8919. II you've never 
breastfed a baby or have had previous difficulties, this class can help you. 
Leam to prepare lor breastfeeding, prevent and cure sore nipples, avoid 
common problems, insure an ample milk supply, combine nursing and 
working, and much, much more. One-time Saturday classes are offered 
900-1300. Fee is $15. Register earty; class size is l im~ed . 
Decorating with Dip 'N Drape - Jo Ann McLean at 655-0717 
Mother's Day Away - Stachia Knorr at 375-3407 
Mother's Morning Out - Renee Neely at 375-3762 
Plano - Katie Clare Mazzeo at 372-2233 
Plano - Kazuko Mockett at 624-9596 
Piano - Nathalie Plotkin at 373-5671 
Prenatal Exercise Class - Cheryl Morgan at 655-1 018 
Smocked Clothes - Lynn Montgomery at 655-4532 
Ukranlan Egg Decorating - Martha Faller at 372-6320 
Washl Eggs & Crafts - Paula Palmore at 375-2757 
Tutoring-Elementary Grades & Sign Langauge - Susan Anderson at 373-5407 




Authentic Italian Recipel 
OFF 
A FRESH, THICK, delicious CRUST covered with a RICH tomato sauce. 
LOADED with MOZZARELLA cheese and the FRESHEST meats and 
VEGETABlES in any combination of your choice. 
lIlY .., COMIINAIION YCMI WMY 
... AI Piau ... NAND TOSSID _ ............. -
FRESH PASTA. ITALIAN SANDWICHES. FAMILY DINING 
FULL COCKTAIL BAR 
Open Friday, Saturdlly & Sunday 11 :30 a.m. 
Open Mondoy .,.. Thundoy 4 p.". 










Someday. .. 1 tell myself I will look back on this 
Not long ago I went carT1ling. I think 
it was rather inevitable. since my hus-
band had been mentioning the idea to 
the kids and me for quite some time. I 
could see the talk slowly being trans-
lated into action, as he began bringing 
home camping gear and maps of local 
campgrounds. Actually, it came as no 
surprise when one evening I found on 
our bed as issue of the CLASSMATE 
left open to an article about camping. 
Matt was in the hinting phase, warming 
me up for things to come. 
Soon that passed and I quietly ob-
served him direct renewed energies 
into kindling, stoking, and sufficiently 
fueling Christine's and Andrew's imagi-
nations with stories of his camping 
adventures. The kids would sit in rapt 
attention with mouths hung open, lis-
tening to him overcome the hazards he 
encountered while hiking on a trail. He 
would conclude each tale with, "And 
someday ... someday ... we'li go camp-
ing: Now the kids begged and 
hounded us relentlessly to go carT1ling. 
His strategy worked: The entire family 
10 CLASSMATE 
now WANTED to go camping. (Well 
sort of.) 
So one evening Matt did a test run 
with the kids. He set up a tent in the 
backyard and filled it with flashlights, 
snacks, toys, sleeping bags, pillows 
and a lantem. I meanwhile slept in the 
comfort of my bed. The next moming 
when my husband appeared in the 
bedroom, he proudly announced it was 
a success: the kids could hack it. They 
were bursting with enthusiasm and 
pride over the news. They were hardy 
enough for the outdoors. We were off 
and camping at the next school break. 
I was open to the experience, since 
it would be the first time with my fam-
ily. My only other prior experiences 
were with girlfriends in my single days 
and I don't know if that was really 
"carT1ling" or not. Sure, we were out in 
the wildemess, ate food cooked over a 
fire, slept in sleeping bags and hiked up 
dusty trails ... but it was so much FUN. 
Everything no matter how calamitous 
was just a big joke. In any case, since 
my husband is the "camper" he was 
and laugh. .. 
responsible for all the details. All I did 
was pack our clothes and bring the toi-
let paper. 
Things breezed along effortlessly as 
we found our campsite at Big Sur and 
unpacked the van. Then we tried to put 
up the tent. No, it wasn't our tent used 
for the test run. This was a borrowed 
one. My husband got it the day before 
from a friend of his. So here we were 
out in the boonies with a tent we 
couldn't get to stay erect. We as-
sembled and disassembled it countless 
times trying to figure out how the alu-
minum poles held it up. It was definitely 
more than a two adu" job, so we re-
cruited our 3 and 5 year olds. But they 
couldn't help much, since the poles 
they were holding would fall over with 
them onto the tent as soon as we tried 
to set up the opposite side. 
Tempers, which were getting pretty 
thin as we flailed away, were further 
aggravated by the attacking gnats. It 
seems they were attracted to the tre-
mendous amounts of sweat we were 
producing. Finally Christine asked, 
• 
"Daddy how come it's taking so long to 
put up the tent? It's almost dark." It 
was a very good question. But not the 
one that daddy needed to hear at that 
moment. It was time to take the kids for 
a walk and leave dad to figure things 
out on his own. By the time we re-
tumed an hour later the tent was up. 
Daddy was a hero. 
In retrospect, after the initial tent 
fiasco the days of our camping venture 
were fun. Really. The nights however, 
were a disaster. The first night 
Christine was scared to death of the 
completely dark tent, so we left the 
lantem on. Now I couldn't sleep since 
it was a fool from my facel I tried sleep-
ing facing the other direction but the 
light permeated my closed eyelids. I 
was determined to tough it out though, 
even if it meant wrapping my head in a 
black sweatshirt. After that everything 
was fine until Andrew woke up crying 
he had wet his sleeping bag: Now Mati 
and I had to hastily bumble around 
trying to change him before he woke up 
his sister. Well we barely finished with 
that, when Christine awoke and an-
nounced that she had to go to the bath-
room. So I had to get up, take the 
flashlight, and find a place that was 
clear of poison ivy for her to relieve 
herself. All the while thinking about the 
time they slept in the tent. .. in the 
backyard .. in the dark. 
By the next evening I figured we had 
al the bugs WOIked out in our night time 
routine. No fluids to kids after dinner, 
no matter how thirsty. Everybody goes 
to the bathroom before going to bed. 
The lantem will remain on. I will sleep 
with my head wrapped up. Fine. We 
are all sleeping soundly when I hear a 




.. PHHHEEWW . . ." What is that? I 
think for a minute and pull the sweat-
shirt off my head. It's Matt snoring. 
Unfortunately he's over on the opposite 
side of the tent with the kids sand-
wiched in the middle between us. 
Usually at home, I give him a nudge 
and roll him over and he stops. "Matt. 
.. Matt ... you're snoring," I call out 
trying to wake him up, but not the kids. 
It doesn't work. I grab Christine's 
sneaker and toss it in his general direc-
tion. THWOCKI It lands on his head. 
OOOOPS! "What are you doing?" he 
asks emphatically as he gives me the 
evil eye. 
"You were snoring." 
"You didn't have to hit me in the 
head," 




We both stop and listen. 
"It's raccoons!" He gets out of his 
bag and struggles with the zipper on 
the door. He charges out in turtleneck 
and underwear, waving the flashlight at 
the raccoon family ransacking our 
cooler and making off with a bag of 
bagels. As I rewrap my head and try to 
find a comfortable position in my bag, 
I resign myself to the fact this is our last 
night camping and tomorrow I can get 
some decent sleep. Someday ... I tell 
myself I will look back on this and laugh 
and say how much fun we had. Really. 
SAN DIEGO BOUND? 
~\\ 
COME TO ,,~ OPE~ HOUSE 
AND TALK WITH FORMER-MILITARY 
RELOCATION CONSULTANTS WITH 
EXPERTISE IN ALL AREAS 
OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY! 
SAT_ JAN. 26, 10-5 PM 
SUN. JAN 27, 10-5 PM 
CAS A MUNRAS GARDEN HOTEL 
LmRARYROOM 
700 MUNRAS AVE., MONTEREY, CA Harry & Jan Nesbitt 
FOR FREE RELOCATION PACKAGE 
CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 762-5599 
McMILLIN REALTY OUTSIDE CALIF. CALL COLLECf (619) 422-45(0) 
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More California anxieties 
Now, not to be branded a "com-
plainer," or a "whiner," as my friend's 
husband so aptly put n, but I found that 
my last article was a real catharsis. So 
much so that I was driven to wme an-
other one. After all, there are still so 
many untouched subjects, and I found 
that my Califomia friends even found 
these bursts of emotional frustration 
rather humorous. 
So, in my determination not to be-
come one of the vast statistics of Cali-
fornians under psychiatric care I will 
now discuss the water anxieties of the 
bottled kind, brand anxiety, and sea-
sonal anticipation anxiety. 
WATER ANXIETY 
of the bottled kind 
Ever since my days as a high school 
field hockey player, I have held a par-
ticular passion for the ice cold water 
fountain. We had a water fountain in 
just about every corridor, but our favor-
ne one was just outside the locker room 
because it was not one of the standard 
porcelain spewers, but a metal refrig-
erated-water system. Ah, for a nice 
cold mouth full of water. 
My first few days at work here in 
Monterey were rather eventful, seeing 
as I started work on October 16th (the 
day before the big earthquake), but one 
of the things that will always stay in my 
mind is that just after the earthquake 
the bottled water in our office ran out. 
Now at first this may seem like a rather 
trivial event since the Monterey city 
water was back on and deemed safe 
for drinking the day after the earth-
quake. But you have to understand my 
office--they don' drink tap water; they 
don' use tap water for anything. I've 
even seen people use bottled water to 
rinse their coffee mugs. 
When I tried to use the water foun-
tain people looked at me as if I were 
crazy. I thought maybe there was 
something wrong wnh the water foun-
tain, maybe n was broken and spurted 
water all over your face, or maybe ~ 
didn't drain properly. Oh no, it's just 
that Ws tap water. Drinking out of the 
fountain is archaic and just plain un-
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by An Eastern Bell 
cool. When we had Japanese guest 
engineers they asked if there was 
something wrong with the water. 
Should they not be using the water in 
their hotel to brush their teeth? I 
laughed and asked whatever gave 
them that idea. They said that no one 
in the office ever used the tap water 
from the k~chen . Everyone drinks 
bottled water, even to make coffee. 
Now I have met this bottled water 
anxiety before, in Europe. Ask for a 
glass of water in a European restaurant 
and you will get some variety of bubbly 
fi~ered water, like Perrier or Calistoga 
water. Being as I am a fervent hater of 
anything carbonated, especially water, 
I am vehemently opposed to this policy. 
Ruining perfectly good purified water 
w~h bubbles just to show n is bottled is 
ridiculous. Furthermore, I see this in-
cipient behavior flourishing here in 
Califomia as well. Whatever happened 
to that wonderful tall glass of cool icy 
fluoridated-chlorinated H20? 
BRAND ANXIETY 
One of the first things I noticed about 
Monterey was that they don' sell WMe 
Cloud toilet paper in any of the stores. 
Now through my extensive 30 year 
research, I have determined that WMe 
Cloud is undoubtably the softest toilet 
paper around. When I sent a box of 
WMe Cloud with my pack out, I never 
dreamed n would be the last roll of civi-
lized softness I would find. Imagine my 
chagrin in discovering that not even the 
most gourmet supermarkets in Mon-
terey carry White Cloud. Why back 
East even the commissary stocks such 
basic elements of human survival. I 
certainly knew that what I wanted from 
Santa for Christmas-a six pack of 
WMe Cloud. Confidentially, my hus-
band did think ~ was a bij crazy that we 
brought a whole empty suijcase home 
(Virginia) so we could fill ij wijh enough 
toilet paper for the coming year. 
I had another jo~ to reality when I 
attempted to find spices at the commis-
sary. Who ever heard of Schilling? 
Who are they kidding? Everyone 
knows that spices come from 
McCormick spice factory in Baltimore, 
Maryland. They've never heard of 
McCormick out here. It took me about 
a month of fretting over how to get my 
pumpkin pie to taste right this year, 
when I stumbled onto a grocery clerk at 
the commissary shelving spices. She 
just happened to have one of the little 
bottles turned in her hand and alii saw 
was "Mc," the McCormick trademark. I 
thought "Eureka," the commissary has 
finally decided to stock some real 
spices. Imagine my embarrassment 
when I asked her where they normally 
keep the McCormick Spices. "We don't 
carry McCormick." "What's that in your 
hand then, the one wnh the 'Mc" marfl?" 
"Oh this, this is a Schilling bottle." And 
she turned it over and sure enough 
there was the Schilling name wijh the 
McCormick brand name on the back. 
Such ends the mystery of the spice of 




A year has four seasons: winter, 
spring, summer, and fall . I know, I've 
heard them mentioned in Cramalot 
("Whenever Could I Leave Here"). 
Now that we have passed the Autum-
nal Equinox and my birthday (October 
17, earthquake '89 day), I sniff the air 
expectantly for those subtle signs of 
fall. I scan the trees for that pyrotech-
nic display of blooming colors. I search 
the stores for Indian corn, colored 
leaves and other faA decorations. What 
no FALL? Next you're going to try to 
convince me that we aren't going to get 
summer or winter e~her. Yes I know 
that my coat has come in handy all 
year. And I know those two new bath-
ing su~s that I bought before coming 
here (shades of beach blanket Califor-
nia movies) still have their store tags 
on. Yes, my snow su~ has laid in the 
trunk since we got here. But please, 
can't we have some change in the 
weather? Must ~ be so temperate all 
the time. Willi have to go to Salinas for 
summer and Tahoe for winter. Please 
dear God, don't let my husband fail his 
thesis or we will never get out of the 
Monterey fog. 
Remember back East when you had 
four sets of clothes, or three depending 
on what your springlfall wardrobe 
looked like. Sleeveless cotton dresses, 
white blazer and wMe shoes were 
summer's closet. All nicely put away 
after Labor Day. And then time for the 
fall clothes of brown, orange, and tan 
to mirror the miracle of the changing 
leaves. When the football games be-
came too cold for cotton sweaters, ~ 
was time to dig into the trunk for those 
camphor smelling woolens and fluffy 
down jackets. "wasn't till the leaves 
started to green the trees that we'd pull 
out the pastel blue, pink spring clothes. 
Is your Monterey one-season-does-it-
all wardrobe as wom out as mine? 
But I will undauntedly persevere in 
unpacking my sea bag, to stay here 
until my husband graduates. I will stick 
~ out: drink my tap water even if I've 
succumbed to putting ~ into an Evian 
bottle, use my WMe Cloud until ~ runs 
out and I have to search through every 
package at the Commissary to see 
which is the softest, and buy some new 
all season clothes so I don't resemble 
a rag doll. We will all survive, some-
how, until the Navy sends us home ... 
to Japan, or wherever the Navy de-
cides is our new home. 
For people who want 
SOLID WOOD 
• Bookcases 
• Bunk Beds 
• Chest Beds 
• Computer Tables 
• Coffee Tables 
• Desks 
• Dining Tables 
• Dressers 
• File Cabinets 
• Stools 
• Rockers 
for adults and kids 
Tomorrow's Antiques Today 
Griffith's 
Furniture 
QUALITY UNFINISHED &: FINISHED FURNITURE 
829 BROADWAY MON.-FR I . 10:00-6:00 235 MONTEREY 
SEASIDE394-6301 SAT. 9 :00-5:00 SALINAS 422-6833 
WORSHIP 
CONTEMPORARY · 9:00 AM 
lRADlTIONAL • 11:00 AM 
SUNDAY SCHOOl. FOR ALL flGES 
CAli FOR TlMES 
NURSERY AVAILABLE AT BOTH SERVICES 
MOTHERS MORNING OUT 
FOR AGES 2 - Pre Kindergarten 
M-F 9:00 - 12:00 AM 
SINGLES MINISTRY AVAILABLE 
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN 
CHURCH OF MONTEREY 
501 EL DORADO· MONTEREY - 373-3031 
MINISTERS - JAY BARTOW ' JEFF GAINES 
lo'-> 
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La Mesa Village of Monterey 
Come Home to the Best 
La Mesa Village is a country setting 
that is close to downtown Monterey 
with easy access to Highway 1 and 
N.P.S. It is a family community that 
boasts ijs own secumy force, neighbor-
hood school, convenience store and 
child-care center. All lots are low or no 
maintenance and all plumbing, heating 
and maintenance problems are 
handled wijh courtesy and alacrijy by 
the Management. 
·One of the Monterey's "gated" 
communijies in a sought after sunbek 
neighborhood. 
·Quality one, two, and three bed-
room older homes (900-1500 square 
spacious feet), constructed in the popu-
lar cubist tradijion with an Old-World 
Spanish charm combined with low-
maintenance stucco exteriors. 
·Imaginatively designed in free-
standing clusters on oak and eucalyp-
tus studded lots. 
·Some with panoramic bay views 
and barking sea lions. 
by Mary Anne Schneider 
FOR SALE 
·Sweeping vistas of big wheels, 
scooters, bikes and trikes, barbeque 
grills and Volvo station wagons. 
Choose from apartment, townhouse, 
duplex, and detached styles with 
unique but functional and versatile floor 
plans. 
·Single, two-story and muki-Ievels 
available. 
·Some with covered carports or 
detached carports featuring built-in, 
space-saving cabinets. 
·Off-street parking available. 
·Roomy trash receptacles supplied 
and weekly garbage collection offered. 
Interior amenijies include the follow-
ing: 
·"Cozy," gourmet, ultra-modem 
kitchens wijh stainless steel fix1ures . 
Everything is wijhin easy reach. Latest 
top-of-the-line appliances, including 
washer and dryer hook-ups in some 
kijchens, are included! 
·Some recently remodeled kijchens 
and dishwashers. 
~.({' .(4' _~,_ . Dr. Charles R. Linken.bach, D.D.S. . " '_ - General DentIStry ~. 
Capt. Linkenbach was formerly the 
Director of the Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 




·Challenging opportunities for the 
imaginative, inventive interior decora-
tor. 
·Combination living and dining ar-
eas. 
·Carpeting available at tenant's dis-
cretion and expense. 
• All models feature expansive mas-
ter bedroom suijes, some wijh walk-in 
closets and private baths. 
·Interesting storage possibilijies in 
all models. 
·Easy, relaxed indoor-outdoor enter-
taining possibilijies wijh friendly neigh-
bors almost at your back door. (And 
their children too!) 
·Pets welcome, wijh no extra depos-
its, on leashes and accompanied by 
aduks carrying "doggie bags." (Two 
per family please.) 
·Children always welcome, under 
same standards as applied to pets, 
without doggie bag or size limijations. 
• All options not avaitable in all mod-
els. 
Recreational opportunities abound 
arid include: 
·Minutes away from the world fa-
mous N.P.S. Golf Course and Pebble 
Beach Links. 
·Well-lighted, outdoor tennis courts . 
·Twenty-seven different battle-
grounds for your G.!. Joe to conquer. 
·Combination softball-soccer field 
available. 
·Walking, jogging and stroller trails 
including the infamous Farragut Heart-
break Hill and Leahy Loop. 
"Extremely popular to younger resi-
dents are skateboarding, biking and 
scooter courses. 






JAWS POOR BOYS HOAGIES 
cAND 8 FOOT 
PARTY 
SANDWICHES 
The most affordable housing option 
on the Monterey Peninsula: 1193 10th St. , Monterey (1 block from Naval Postgraduate School) 
"No money down. For Faster Service - Phone Ahead 375-9161 
"Easy payment plan wijh direct pay-
roll deduction required. Mon. - Sat. 7-3 Fresh Doughnuts Daily 
"We finance 0-1 and up. 
"Milijary encouraged to apply and 
milijary lease clause available. -
"Management always offers a 
choice between two models. 
"Some utilijies included! Let Us Develop Your Film 
"Knock on doors to view furnished 
models. Friendly residents happy to 
comply upon request. 
Call our rental office weekdays from 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to reserve your per-
sonal appointment. Advance applica-
tion advised; seasonal waijing list may 
apply. 
Glowing, unsolicited testimonials 
" 4 x 6 prints 
" 3'12 x 5 prints 
" Contact Sheets 
" Color or r-o.._ , ........ '. 
RELOCATING? 
VIRGINIA BEACH - NORFOLK 
NEWPORT NEWS - HAMPTON 
WASHINGTON D.C. 
MARYLAND - NORTHERN VA 
or 
Anywhere In the USA 
SEND FOR FREE 
RELOCATION PACKAGE!!! 
Check the information you are looking for 
:md drop this card in the mail RIGHT AWAY! 
See Back for Handy Mortgage Rate Table 
to Determine Loan Payment 
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La Mesa Village of Monterey 
Come Home to the Best 
La Mesa Village is a country setting 
that is close to downtown Monterey 
with easy access to Highway 1 and 
N.P.S. It is a family community that 
boasts its own security force, neighbor-
hood school, convenience store and 
child-care center. All lots are low or no 
maintenance and all plurrbing, heating 
and maintenance problems are 
handled with courtesy and alacrity by 
the Management. 
'One of the Monterey's "gated" 
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by Mary Anne Schneider 
FOR SALE 
·Sweeping vistas of big wheels, 
scooters, bikes and trikes, barbeque 
grills and Volvo station wagons. 
Choose from apartment, townhouse, 
duplex, and detached styles with 
unique but functional and versatile floor 
plans. 
·Single, two-story and muni-Ievels 
available. 
·Some with covered carports or 
detached carports featuring built-in, 
space-saving cabinets. 
.1"'\" ................... ~..t,:n ........... iI ... hl .... 
·Challenging opportunities for the 
imaginative, inventive interior decora-
tor. 
·Combination living and dining ar-
eas. 
·Carpeting available at tenant's dis-
cretion and expense. 
• All models feature expansive mas-
ter bedroom suites, some with walk-in 
closets and private baths. 
·Interesting storage possibilities in 
all models. 
MULTIPLYTIMES EVERY $1000 OF LOAN AMOUNT 
TO DETERMINE PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST 
AMORTIZED LOAN PAYMENT. 
Interest 15 20 30 
Rate Years Years Years 
6.75 8.85 7.60 6.49 
7.00 8.99 7.75 6.65 
7.25 9.13 7.90 6.82 
7.50 9.28 8.06 6.99 
-
7.75 9.42 8.21 7.16 
8.00 9.56 8.36 7.34 
- 8.25 9.71 8.52 7.51 
- 8.50 9.85 8.68 7.69 
-
8.75 10.00 8.84 7.87 
9.00 10.15 8.99 8.05 
-
-
9.25 10.30 9.16 8.23 
-
9.50 10.45 9.32 8.41 
9.75 10.60 9.49 8.59 
-
10.00 10.75 9.65 8.78 
- 10.25 10.90 9.82 8.96 
-
-
10.50 11.06 9.98 9.15 
-
10.75 11.21 10.15 9.34 
11.00 11.37 10.32 9.52 
- 11.25 11.53 10.49 9.71 
- 11.50 11.69 10.66 9.90 
-
11.75 11.85 10.84 10.09 
12.00 12.01 11.01 10.29 
-
12.25 12.17 11.19 10.48 
12.50 12.33 11.36 10.67 
12.75 12.49 11.54 10.87 
13.00 12.68 11.72 11 .06 
13.25 12.82 11.89 11.26 
FOR ADDITIONAL REAL ESTATE INFORMATION CALL: 
800-468-7382 800-453-1879 EXT. 676 
VA BEACH - NORFOLK· HAMPTON WASH DC - MARYLAND - NORTHERN VA 
ASK FOR LINDA OR BARBARA ASK FOR CHARLOm 
'Extremely popular to younger resi-
dents are skateboarding, biking and 
scooter courses. 
'Dodge course of animal excreta in 
public areas. 
The most affordable housing option 
on the Monterey Peninsula: 
'No money down. 
'Easy payment plan w~h direct pay-
roll deduction required. 
"We finance 0-1 and up. 
'Mil~ary encouraged to apply and 
mil~ary lease clause available. 
'Management always offers a 
chOice between two models. 
' Some util~ies included I 
'Knock on doors to view fumished 
models. Friendly residents happy to 
comply upon requ est. 
Call our rental office weekdays from 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to reserve your per-
sonal appointment. Advance applica-
tion advised; seasonal wa~ing list may 
apply. 
Glowing, unsolicited testimonials 
from current residents. 
• ... Champagne living on a Coors 
income." Mrs. G., Air Force wife. 
• ... great barbequeing opportun~ies." 
Lt. F. 
·My children had no trouble making 
friends, and now they're always in my 
back yard, my carport, my living 
room .. ." Mrs. R., Nav. Dep. 
·1 never thought of this particular 
archftectural style for my dream house." 
FAA. , Leahy Rd. resident. 
• ... defin~e upscale living opportun~ 
as evidenced by the abundance of 
Volvo station wagons, home computer 
systems and well dressed, business-
su~ed residents and designe, strollers." 
Local Mail Carrier. 
·1 can walk to work." S. F., Marine 
"I always hated to cook and these 
k~chens certainly encouraged the re-
luctant gourmet." S.M. 
"I love driving those windy roads." 
Hal, U.P.S. Delivery Person 
"It's so quiet and peaceful here, I 
decided to pursue my graduate de-
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by Jennie Culpepper 
Leigh Gardener began her terure as 
Editor-in-Chief this month by immedi-
ately announcing cutbacks in writers 
normally hefty expense accounts. 
Since restaurant reviewer's three hour 
lunches have now become a thing of 
the past, this month's column became 
possible only when fa~hful readers and 
discerning diners lent their opinions 
about their favorite dining spots on the 
Peninsula. This article is clearly not for 
those of you who resolved to shed 
those 1990 pounds! .. . and the much 
awa~ed resuns are ... 
"Breakfast food" doesn't have to 
mean soggy Cheerios and orange juice 
with pulp every morning. To start your 
day off right, don't skip breakfast at 
Toasties in Pacific Grove. Toasties was 
the early morning choice of over half of 
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fJ:lie Survey Says . .. 
fJ:lie r.Best ~staurants 
our respondents. The one reader who 
fen that Toasties was one of the "best 
kept secrets" on the Peninsula appar-
ently shared this secret w~h the three 
dozen aprez-church diners who joined 
me in line last Sunday outside Toasties' 
door. 
After a hefty breakfast at Toasties, a 
salad bar lunch would probably M your 
spot. The Sizzler in Pacific Grove was 
the overwhelming winner in this cate-
gory. Our very own O'Club and The 
Charthouse on Cannery Row tied for 
second. 
Since the deli question was left 
blank on almost half of the surveys, we 
assume that many of you don1 choose 
deli sandwiches for lunch very often but 
those that did respond favored the 
Garden Restaurant, Spaks, and the 
Monterey Baking Company. On the 
other hand, everyone had a favorite 
place for burgers and everyone's favor-
~e place is Del Monte Express. Now all 
we haveto do is figure out ~ one of the 
stations (Del Monte or Fremont) is bet-
ter than the other. One respondent put 
that the best place for burgers was his 
own backyard; this now starved restau-
rant reviewer would have no problem 
finding the time to come over for an 
official samplel 
The Peninsula seems to have many 
hopping happy hours as we received 
many different suggestions for best 
happy hour. The list includes: The 
Double Tree Inn, The Forge in the For-
est, Los Hermanos, The Whaler, Tav-
ern on the Bay, Sandbar and Grill, 
O'Kane's, The Rio Grill, EI Tor~o's, and 
our very own O'Club. 
The ~st place for family dining, best 
cheap food, and best pizza had one 
answer: Gianni's. Two other great 
family places were EI Torito's, where 
"kids eat free: and the Sizzler. Gianni's 
took almost all of the best pizza votes, 
although Little Ceasar's and Dominos 
home delivery did take a few. The list 
of answers for best cheap food was 
encouragingly long for this area which 
is known for such a high cost of living. 
The Fishwife and Central Texas Barbe-
que tied for second in this category. 
• 
of Monterey 
Apparently, The Fishwife is not only 
a good bargain, but they also serve 
good food! This restaurant showed up 
again in our survey as the weighty 
winner of best seafood restaurant. 
Coming in second in the seafood cate-
gory, oddly enough, was our winner of 
best place to get steak, The 
Chart house. 
In our ethnic category the winner of 
best Chinese food was Chef Lee's, 
best Italian was Pasta Mia, best Mexi-
can was a tie between EI Torito's and 
Peppers, and best American was The 
Rio Grill. We received many other 
suggestions in this category which in-
clude: 












The Old Bath House Restaurant not 
only eamed best romantic restaurant 
but also best restaurant for celebrating 
and the second best view. The restau-
rant with the best view aocording to our 
survey was Nepenthe of Big Sur. 
There were many personal favorite 
places for the best dessert. Most 
chose the place with the pies, Marie 
Callenders. Some other delicious 
dessert dens listed were The Old Bath 
House, Tillie Gort's, The Chart House, 
Rosine's, and The Fresh Cream. 
If you're tired of the tourists in the 
area, the place with the fewest tourists 
was the Fishwife. A few respondents 
appropriately answered this question 
with "home" and "my backyard: In 
answering the question about the Pen-
insula's best kept secret another re-
spondent stated, "can1 tell you , it's a 
secret: He's justifiably afraid all of you 
who read this article to the very end 
may go crowd his haunt. Others more 
willing to give away their secrets rec-
ommended Taqueria, Mission Ranch, 
The Ridge, Central Texas Barbeque, 
Tillie Gort's, and Mr. Sushi's $5.99 
lunch. 
So ~ you're planning on going out for 
dinner this week and can't think of a 
place to go, you have no excuse. Many 
thanks to those of you who took time 
out of your busy day to complete our 
questionnaire! Happy Eating! 






Just mention the word "Winter" to me 
and all kind of images spring to mind. 
As a child, winter meant snowmen and 
boots and hot chocolate to warm up 
after an hour or so outside. Around 
Monterey, winter means warmer cloth-
ing, but little else. But travel 300 miles 
or so to the Sierra Nevada mountains, 
and winter means skiing I Everyone, 
from the beginner to the professional 
skier, can find the perfect slope. There 
are a vast number of different ski areas 
that are sure to give you a fun-filled day 
of skiing. 
North Lake Tahoe offers a variety of 
ski packages. Most packages include 
lodging (usually for 3 or more days-
the longer you stay, the better the bar-
gain), and also the 6ft tickets. They also 
offer cross-country skiing, snowmobil-
ing, snowboarding, sleigh rides, fIShing, 
ice skating, and even cruises to Emer-
ald Bay. For those who would rather 
stay indoors, there are plenty of activi-
ties from which to choose including 
racquetball, indoor swimming, bowling, 
and heatth and f~ness clubs. A few of 
the better ski areas are Alpine Mead-
ows, Diamond Peak at Ski Incline, 
Northstar-at -Tahoe, Squaw Valley 




by TIna Brock 
Rose Ski Area, and the Hyatt Regency 
Lake Tahoe. All areas, except the Hyatt, 
offer a ski school (a few offer ski 
schools just for children) and cross 
country skiing. They also offer ski rent-
als ~ you donl bring your own. 
Many areas now have snow-making 
machines, just in case Mother Nature 
doesn't provide enough of the white 
stuff but you still may want to give the 
resort of your .choice a call before going 
up, just to make sure. 
South Lake Tahoe also provides a 
wide variety of ski resorts such as 
Heavenly Valley, Sierra Ski Ranch, and 
Alpine Meadows. Add~ional ski areas 
include: Boreal Ridge/Soda Springs, 
Diamond Peak, 
Donner Ski Ranch, Granlibakken, 
Homewood, Mount Rose, Northstar-Al-
Tahoe, Sq~w Valley, Sugar Bowl, and 
Tahoe Don r. These areas offer basi-
cally the !! me outdoor activ~ies as 
North Lak Tahoe, but also offer such 
activ~ies such as sleigh rides, dog sled 
rides, snow play areas, heavenly tram 
rides, and winter hikes. Grover Hot 
Springs State Park in Markleeville, CA 
even offers a hot spring spa. 
II your little ones aren't particularly 







provided by your particular resort. there 
are also several agencies who will pro-
vide care for your child; among them 
are: Choices For Children (916) 541-
5848, Tahoe Intemational Sitters (916) 
544-6450, and Under the MagiC Pine 
Tree (916) 541-4848.lIyourconcem is 
your teen, there are several arcades to 
keep their interest, teen dances at the 
C~y of south Lake Tahoe Recreation 
Department, and many video rental 
areas. 
Fort Ord also offers ski weekends. 
The bus departs Ft. Ord at 5 p.m. on 
Friday night with a no-host dinner stop 
enroute. Your arrive in South Lake 
Tahoe around midnight and depart 8 
a.m. each day to go skiing. You then 
depart there ski resort a 4 p.m. Sunday 
with a dinner stop en route, arriving at 
fort Ord at approximately 11 p.m. The 
price for adults is $139 while children 
go for $114. Ft. Ord also offers Tahoe 
Holiday Programs where you ski for 
three days instead of two. The price is 
$299 for adults and $246 for children. 
The Holiday Program dates are: Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr: Jan 18-21, Presi-
dent's Day: Feb. 15-18. Ft. Ord also 
offers One Day Ski Programs. You can 
.customize a one day ski trip for your 
group and choose a date. They will ski 
Dodge ridge, Boreal or Sierra Ski 
Ranch depending on snow and road 
cond~ions. The price is $59 for adults 
and $48 for children and includes 
round-trip charter bus, all-day lift tick-
ets, skis, boots and poles. You would 
depart at 3 :30 a.m. from the Ft. Ord 
Equipment Center. Bring your own 
breakfast to eat on the bus. You arrive 
at approximately 9 a.m. and ski until 4 
p.m. Depart ski area at 4:30 p.m. Eat 
dinner enroute and arrive at Fort Ord 
around 11 p.m. Call Fort Ord Outdoor 
Recreation at 242-732213486 for reser-
vations or more information. 
Wherever you go, skiing is the per-
fect outdoor recreation for the whole 
family. It's great exercise, the air is 
fresh and crisp, and the scenery 
around the Tahoe area is among the 
most beautiful in the world. Try ~, and 
I'll bet you have a memorable experi-
ence. 
RELOCATING: NEWPORT 
Con us today at 
1-800-225-5087 
For your Relocation Package 
- inqluding rental and sale r- printout. 
capitol Realty Co. 
(32nd year of service) 
BeHy Conklin, G.R.I-C.R.S 
30 Bellene Ave. 
Newport, Rhode Island 02840 
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Army-Navy Game West 1990 
The 91 st annual clash between the 
service academy's gridiron titans took 
place one day late last year, on Decem-
ber 7th at Ft. Ord's Freeman Stadium. 
The Navy team, 
sporting a slight 
edge in the classic 
series, took to the 
field with 29 play-
ers, all "relatively 
recent" Naval 
Academy gradu-
ates. Army hosted 
the event (loosely 
billed as the Rrst Annual Army - Navy 
Game West). having recruited fourteen 
stalwart competitors from among the 
120 Army officers stationed at the 
Naval Postgraduate School. Event or-
ganizers Tom Ullrich, Sean Connors, 
and Pat Carfey, hope the contest will 
become the first of many games and a 
tradition at NPS. 
Recent contro-
versy about the 
presence of female 
reporters in football 
locker rooms (see 
accompany i ng 
photo), prevented 
this reporter from 
pre and post game 
interviews that 
would have high-
lighted the efforts of 
certain key players 
in this contest. It became evident in the 
first few minutes of the game that Navy 
enjoyed a distinct advantage in num-
bers and size. The physical size dis-
crepancy prompted one Army player's 
tongue-in-cheek observation: "The 
Army apparently has a more effective 
weight control program." 
The Navy squad had trained ardu-
ously for the game under the tutelage 
of one of the more 'mature' members 
of the team, Mac McKeon (78). Pre-
game workouts included "bench press-
ing Calculus books" and excessive 
reps of what trainer McKeon termed 
"calculator squats." 
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by Mary Anne Schneider 
Navy mounted an awesome aerial 
attack in the first haH as quarterback 
Bob Clark connected twice with stand-
out receiver Ross Dickerson for two 
touchdowns. The Navy moved the baY 
well throughout the first haH and held 




lock threw a 20 
yard pass to 
Andre Cuering-









which included Jim McKeon, Jeff Ba-





It was a 
defensive 






passing game in check. Army came 
within twenty yards of the Navy's goal 
line, but were foiled on an interception. 
Moments later, Ross Dickerson netted 
another Clark pass and raced 88 yards 
to post Navy's final score of the day. 
The "Old __ Squad," (off color 
word deleted), composed of several of 
the more senior ('70's) Naval Academy 
was 
;P:-O;;;:::J:]i;-:;"'!!::!"l ~ held in abey-
ance until late in 
the game when 
Coach Ullrich 
finally decided 
to send them in. 
Amid shouts of 
"Where's the 






marked that it 
\'brought back the old feelings of Arrrry-
Navy games at the Academy." 
This game 'was played without the 
fanfare that accompanies the classic 
played in Philadelphia's Veteran Sta-
dium. On this coast, Navy prevailed 25 
to 6. There we~ no standout All Ameri-
cans or big names, unless you count 
Ross Holcomb ('84) who took time off 
from a busy career filming car commer-
cials to play in the game. But the sen-
timents were the same; "Two services 
that have been working together for so 
long, not a meeting of enemies but two 
sides that respect and like each other, 
friendly strife symbolic of the best there 








she was a 
student at 
Pacific grove Junio High School and 
her father was a student st the Naval 
Postgraduate School mastering the 
science of Operations Analysis. 
As coincidence would have it, Dulce 
is oriee again living on David Street, ex-
cept this time her husband is the Op-
erations Analysis student, and the chil-
dren in the house are her own. 
Dulce, her 
husband Ro-
gerio, their five 
year old son 
Gabriel, and 
their three year 
old daughter 





turn to their 
native home in 




gram of study 
in September, 
graduating 
with a 3.98 
GPA, the high-
est average of his curriculum's gradu-
ating class. Not an easy task when you 
consider he was studying Operations 
Analysis, coupled with the fact that he 
was leaming the studies in a foreign 
language. For his accomplishment, 
Rogerio received an award for the 
·Outstanding International Student." 
Rogerio wasn't the only one in the 
family to make the most of their time in 
Monterey. In addition to raising her 
by Regina Galvin 
children, tutoring her husband in Eng-
lish, and pursuing her own professional 
goals, Dulce also was the Chairperson 
of the International Student Committee. 
The Chairperson of the International 
Committee has a rnuMaceted position. 
In addition to coordinating all the sub-
committees, the Chairperson has an 
active role in implementing many of the 
programs. A highlight of some of the 
programs includes: the International 
Fashion Show, the Intemational Cook-
ing Class and dinner dances. Addition-
ally, every month the International 
Wives Club gets together for a meeting 
featuring a different country, a lecture 
on that country and a sampling of the 
respective country's cuisine. 
One program in particular that Dulce 
takes great pride in is the Internationa,l 
Storytime. When she was the Chair-
person, Dulce created the storytime 
program. Every Friday she would teU 
stories to the international and Ameri-
can kids. 
The success of the program 
prompted Dulce to delve into new en-
deavors. Commenting on this Dulce 
said, "The kids loved the stories, and I 
decided to write a book. I started ask-
ing people to tell me stories from their 
countries. We have twenty-eight coun-
tries here, and eight people from those 
countries gave me a story." 
Dulce took her finished product and 
sold her folktale collections in booklet 
form at the O.S.w.C. Christmas Craft 
Bazaar. The proceeds of the sales 
went to the International Student Com-
mittee Fund. 
By profession Dulce is a clinical psy-
chologist. When she and her family 
first arrived in Monterey she had hopes 
of working on her Master's degree. 











on with her 
degree. How-





have a green 
card here, but 
I do work-
only on a vol-
unteer basis. 
I help out at 
the Monterey Community Center with 
infant massage classes. I'm a certified 
infant masseuse, I did my training here 
in California." 
Infant massage was brought to this 
area by a woman named Pamela 
Scheider. As Dulce describes the pro-
gram she says, "About eight years ago 
she (pamela Scheider) came back 
from India where she had been work-
ing with children in orphanages. She 
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developed a method of massage that 
stimulates the babies neurologically." 
Dulce says that she has seen the 
beneficial resuns from the infants mas-
sages and hopes to incorporate what 
she has learned to her own practice 
one day, perhaps worKing w~h autistic 
children. 
Because of personal convictions, 
Dulce has decided not to worK profes-
sionally while her children are young. 
However, her decision has notlim~ed 
her from worKing in her field. In addi-
tion to her worK at the commun~y cen-
ter, Dulce has also been a contributing 
wr~er for the Classmate writing articles 
of a psychological nature. 
As anyone living in a foreign coun-
try knows, cunural differences always 
seem to be manifested in learning 
experiences. 
One experience Dulce had was in 
American greeting customs. "I have 
lived here before, but when my hus-
band used to introduce me, I would 
start kissing people, I had to realize that 
you just don1 do that here!" 
Living in a foreign culture also 
Sr.JAMFS 
THE EPI5CI."'IP .. \l 
CHl"RCH I:" .\h.."'I1"TERn 
~I HIGH STREET 
MO~TEREY 
C.UIFORNIA 93940 
WE IKVITE YOU 
TO WORSHIP WIT H US! 
SUNDAYS 8 (6 10: 15 A.M. 
EUCHAR IST 
PROFESSIOK.\L CHILO CARE 
.n 10 :15 .\.M . 
FRANKLIN & HIGH STREETS 
(CLOS E TO NPS .\No LA MESA ) 
TEL: 375-8476 
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makes one aware of the different em-
phasis put on social issues. A case in 
point for Dulce was the growing em-
phasis on environmental issues, in par-
tirular the deforestation olthe Amazon 
rain forest. 
"The rain forest issue is seen as a 
much bigger problem here than back in 
Brazil." 
Otten times ~ is the case that a given 
country will have an ethnocentric view 
of the world's problems, trying to solve 
the rest of the world's ills while over-
looking their own. 
For example, Dulce points out that 
many American celebrities are jumping 
on the environmental bandwagon and 
pointing a finger at the Brazilian rain 
forest issue. Meanwhile, the U.S. has 
~s own share of intrinsic environmental 
problems. 
"We need to have a 'global aware-
ness' of keeping ecosystems the way 
they are," Dulce states. 
"Only five per cent of the original 
North American forest remains. Other 
trees are being planted but it destroys 
the original ecosystems, for what-
paper products. The U.S. also is doing 
nuclear testing in the desert, and ship-
ping its chemical waste to dump it in 
South Africa." 
"The world has come to a stage 
where everyone is dependent on one 
another. I think everyone needs to be 
aware of protecting the environment. 
We have to respect the planet ~self." 
"Along w~h the environment, there 
are many other issues upon which the 
world community can find common 
ground. It is always amazing that 
through shared experiences our knowl-
edge of others increases while cunural 
barriers decrease." 
Perhaps Dulce's most memorable 
experience of her worK w~h the inter-
national committee best illustrates this 
point, "We have so many people from 
different countries here, and yet when 
it comes to mothers talking about our 
babies we're all alike. We're all hu-
mans, there's no religious barriers, 
there's no cunural barriers, we just are 
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As the holidays leave· their mark on 
our budgets and we resolve never to 
spend so much again, I would like to 
share some shopping tips that I have 
gleaned from various resources, includ-
ing my own mistakes & mishaps. 
These won't help too much with the 
Macy:s bill, but perhaps they'll leave 
some room in your budget. 
1.lf you must shop with your chil-
dren, shop early in the day when you 
are all rested and fed. Nothing de-
stroys a budget faster than a couple of 
hungry, grumpy children that must be 
appeased by some toys or foodstuffs. 
(~'s also no fun to shop when everyone 
feels like that.) 
2.ALWAYS use a shopping list. Ar-
range it, it possible, in the order of the 
aisles of your favorite store, so that you 
don't have to run all around. 
3.ln the grocery store, shop the pe-
rimeter. Remember that's where the 
• 
.. ....... .. .J. !!.. ... 
SMART SHOPPING 
from Navy-Marine Corps Relief 
by Jennifer Church 
heahhful foods are, such as produce, 
dairy products and meats. Use your 
shopping list carefully, and only go 
down the center aisles that have some-
thing you need. This avoids impulse 
purchases of chips, sodas and other 
foods that do nothing for your wallet 
and every1hing to your hips. 
4.Shop store · specials. The 
Wednesday Herald has ads for several 
area stores, many of which offer very 
good bargains on fresh meats, produce 
& national brand items. 
5.USE COUPONS. The manufac-
turers are trying to get you to try their 
products. Do it. Combined with store 
specials, coupons can drastically cut 
your food bill. Bring them along each 
time, so that you can also take advan-
tage of unadvertised specials. Also, 
Albertson's Market at the intersection of 
Carmel Valley Road & Hwy 1 has this 
deal: Wednesday, they will triple any 
coupons up to SOt face value, & the 
other 6 days they double up to $1 cou-
pons. (Only 1 coupon alike, limit 20 
totaL) 
6.Make friends with the bu1cher. You 
can give a small refrigerated ham to 
him to be sliced thin for sandwiches, or 
a roast to be cut into steaks. The 
butcher at the commissary will even do 
this if you get their early, and do this at 
the beginning of your shopping. 
7.Attend the navy Relief Training 
Course, January 29-February 1, 1991. 
Here you wilileam the ins and outs of 
mimary pay and allowances, and much 
general budget help. You do not have 
to be a Navy Relief volunteer to take 
the course, and we reimburse for child 
carel Call 373-7665 MWF 1000-1300 
for more information, or to sign up. 
Spaces are limited, so call soonl 
WASHINGTON D.C. BOUND? 
SHOULD YOU: 
• Buy or Rent? • Get VA, FHA, or Conventional Loan? 
After his worldw ide military career and authoring articles 
on these very subjects, MARK REESE will help you f ind 
the answers. SEE HIM FIRST! 
Call COLLECT 703-569-9883 and ask for MARK REESE! or mail coupon below to: 
------- - ------------------------------ - ---- - --
~\~ CORYElL & TUCKER REALTY INC. \(1. 5803 Rolling Rd. , Suite 215 Springfield, VA 22152 ATTN : Mark Reese NAME __________________ PHONE ______ __ ADDRESS __________________________ _ CITY ____________ STATE ZIP ____ __ 
ARRIVAL DATE ________________________ _ 
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RUINS ON THE ROAD 
.9lntiques on a Sfioestring 
by Leigh Gardener 
Looking for beautijul keepsakes at of items that surround you. You may 
bargain prices is a passion of mine and stop at a pile of hand crocheted table 
just reading the word "antique" inspires cloths only to find a set of oak lawyers 
thoughts of dust, grandmother's dining book cases undemeath. H's like going 
room and, in this part ,----------.., tlhrough your grand-
of the country, big mother's (5,000 sq. ft .) 
bucks. If you enjoy attic I The last time I 
the excitement of went I was attracted to 
competition, the spirit a beautiful child's pol-
of adventure, and the ished brass bed unlike 
thrill of victory, I have any I had ever seen in 
just dug up three even the most exclu-
words for you: SOLD! sive fumiture 
SOLDI SOLD! Grab store. (I could 
your checkbook, almost picture 
VISA, or Mastercard, beautiful 
and follow me to the little child from 
Felton Antique Auc- est e rye a r 
tion where, on the first sleeping in her 
Sunday of every nursery.) Con-
month, Bob Slawinski tinuing on, the 
feeds a 40' truckload next item to 
of antique furniture, catch my eye 
jewelry, textiles, toys, was a carved 
and art to a frenzied crowd of mostly oak church pew but behind that 
amateur, some profeSSional, and more was a tiny child's antique rock-
than a few curious antique shoppers; ing chair. Meanwhile, my hus-
each one looking for that certain item band had found an old Edison 
and hoping against hope that no one cylinder player; as usually hap-
else recognizes it for it's true worth. pens, I knew we going to be in 
(Hah.) the thick of the feeding frenzy. 
The first thing you notice as you wall My husband and I always sit 
into the huge outdoor tent (the old towards the back when we attend this 
building burned down and the new one family run auction. It allows the girls to 
is still under construction) is the variety spread out with their coloring books 
350 Del Monte Shopping Center 
Next to McDonald's 373-2828 
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CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
We Carry Widths to F~ 
The Very Narrow and Very Wide 




to Classmate readers 
with this ad 
STRIDE RITE LAZY BONES 
and gives us a chance to scope out the 
crowd. After you've been to a few you 
begin to recognize the regulars and the 
shop owners who are there to add to 
their inventory. After a while you start 
to get a feel for what's hot this month. 
If you're lucky, it won't be what you 
found tucked away behind that old 
mirror. 
Enough talk. Here is proof of the 
great bargains people took home from 
the November auction. The first item 
up for bidding 






went for $45. 
A gorgeous 
framed Victo-
rian print of a 
little girl went 
for $25. A 
milk glass oil 
lamp went for 
$15. A beau-
tiful oak slat 
picnic basket 
that had been 
well cared for 
through the years went for $25. Look-
ing for the unusual? They had an old 
armor set that consisted of a knight's 
helmet and brass shield. This set went 
for $45. 
Next was a child's trunk that would 
sell locally for around $100. Here it 
went for $55. They had a large brass 
light fixture that had to be from one of 
the finer old hotels. This beauty was 
$50. 
Who wouldn11ove the Victorian oak 
medicine cabinet that came up next. 
With a mirror insert it sold for $60. I 
could go on and on. They had every-
thing from old Persian rugs from the 
finest parlors to a 1949 World Series 
program ($55 guys). 
I sat on my hands until they brought 
out the hand-stitched quitts. The first 
one up was an intricately designed star 
pattern that begged me to take it home. 
How could I refuse? The wedding ring 
pattern that followed (full size) went for 
$135. Patch work quitts were a mere 
$35. This Sunday the prices were fairly 
reasonable (unless you were shopping 
for oak office furniture, which seems to 
command a premium price wherever 
you go in California). As usual, the 
variety of items was tremendous. 
There is a two hour preview before 
the auction where you can thoroughly 
inspect all items before they are sold. 
You will want to do this since all items 
are sold "as is". I can assure you that 
this family operated auction is com-
pletely reputable. If an item comes up 
that is chipped or cracked, the auction-
eer will usually say so. 
There is also a 10% buyers fee 
added to the gavel price of every pur-
chase. For example if you have the 
winning bid of $40, $4 is added to the 
price along with 7% California sales 
tax. 
The Slawinski Auction Co. is located 
at 6180 Hwy 9, Felton, California. 
Auction office phone 335-9005, 11-5, 
Wed-Sat. Look for their ad in The 
Herald classifieds the last week of the 
month or call to get put on their mailing 
list. 
Bay Pet Hospital 
220 I Fremont Blvd. 
Monterey, California 
375-2436 
Marina Pet Hospital 
358 Reservation Road 
Marina, California 
384-6055 










Daily 1>-6 p.m. 
Sal. & Sun. 1>-5 p.m. 
By Appointment 




BICYCLES BICYCLES FOR 
ALL AGE GROUPS EXPERIENCED r-,~ 
REPAIR SHOP ' . . 
- ....... ~ 
;::/' Ross 
. KHS ~Austor-Dai mler . Mongoose fRE:E:WH€ElI1G aa.€:S Puch 
SAFETY & SERVICE FIRST 
188 WEBSTER ST., MONTEREY 373-3855 
GARY D. PALMA, D.D.S. 
ORTHODONTICS 
26535 CARMEL RANCHO BLVD. 
SUITE 5C 
CARMEL, CA 93923 
(408) 624-4100 
81 VIA ROBLES 
MONTEREY, CA 93940 
(408) 373-0415 
Member American Association of Orthodontists 
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Sandwiches Are Beautiful 
There was Elvis, then Beatlemania. 
In every decade rock stars raise a 
social eyebrow. While I am thankful 
that the Constitution protects musi-
cians of the go's, I am glad that my 
child is too young to know about some 
of them. Lately however, I often find 
him glued to his first Sony, already 
seduced by the lyrics of a popular 
singer. 
I confess. My son is a Fred Penner 
groupie. 
Penner makes his living to kids and 
I guess he is good at~ . His greatest 
hits are the background music for 
many of our activities. Especially 
For breakfast. 
Grilled Tortilla Packets 
W~h Mozarella and Jam 
(from Food & Wine Magazine, Feb-
ruary 1989) 
4 flour tortillas, 6 inches in diameter 
8 slices Mozarella cheese, cut in 11 
4 inch thick slices 
4 tsps of your favorne jam 
1.Heat a heavy skillet over moder-
ate. In the skillet, heat the tortillas, one 
at a time, until they become soft and 
pliable, about 30 seconds. 
2.0n each tortilla, arrange one slice 
of Mozarella in the middle. Spread one 
teaspoon of jam on this and top w~h 
another slice of cheese. 
3.Fold the bottom flap over the 
cheese, fold in the sides, then roll the 
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by Susan Romanelli 
meals. One afternoon, as Davey and 
a luncheon companion joined Fred in a 
screeching rend~ion of ·Sandwiches 
are Beautiful: I caught the Penner fe-
ver. I straightened from my hunched 
pose over the toaster oven, my eyes 
riveted to the bubbling cheese, and 
joined in during the chorus. After lunch 
I began an uncontrollable research of 
the sandwich. As I flipped through the 
Encyclopedia Brittanica, volume S, I 
fleetingly wondered if the tape, played 
backwards, would encourage impres-
sionable preschoolers to EAT SAND-
WICHES. 
I do not know ff national sandwich 
tortilla over snugly to secure the top 
flap. Press lightly to make slightly flat-
tened packets. (At this point the tortil-
las may be wrapped in plastic and re-
frigerated over night). 
4.Arrange the packets, seam-side 
down, in the skillet and grill over mod-
erate heat about 4 minutes per side, 
until the tortillas are browned and the 
cheese is melted. Serves two. 
For lunch. 
Ham and Cheese Grows Up 
Place Black Forest Ham, aged brie, 
and tangy mustard on dark rye bread. 
Spread with butter and grill. 
To eat all at once. 
The Big Bread Sandwich 
(adapted from a Silver Palate Cook-
book recipe) 
consumption is up or even if Fred is 
popular east of the Rockies, but I did 
find out that sandwiches can be beau-
tiful. Your kid may be satisfied w~h the 
3 billionth Velveeta meked on toast, but 
you donl have to be. Next time you 
clean up the remains of a sticky peanut 
butter and jelly, minus crusts, try one 
of these, because Fred is right -
Sandwiches are beautiful, 
Sandwiches are fine. 
I like sandwiches all the time. 
I eat them for my breakfast, 
and I eat them for my lunch. 
If I had a hundred sandwiches 
I'd eat them all at once. 
1 large loaf French, Italian, or Sour-
dough bread, 12 inches in diameter. 
1 cup ricotta cheese 
1/4 cup grated Romano or Parme-
san cheese 
1 egg yolk 
1/4 cup parsley 
1/2 tsp black pepper 
1/2 tsp salt 
1 1/2 cups Italian or Garlic salad 
dressing 
16 thin slices Proscu~o 
12 plum tomatoes, cut horizontally 
into inch slices 
8 thin slices Provolone cheese 
2 cups arugula, rinsed , dried, de-
stemmed oregano, to taste 
3 green bell peppers, seeded and 
cut into thin strips 
3 sweet red peppers, seeded and 
cut into thin strips 
2 tbls olive oil 
6 sweet Italian sausages, cut length-
wise into halves 
6 hot Italian sausages, cut length-
wise into halves 
1 cup sliced and pitted black olives 
1.Slice the bread horizontally into 4 
slices 1 inch thick. 
2.Combine ricotta cheese, grated 
Romano cheese, egg yolk, one half of 
the parsley, and he pepper and salt in 
a small bowl. Spread the cheese mix-
ture over the bottom bread layer. Top 
w~h one ha~ the tomatoes and the next 
slice of bread. 
3.Pour some of the dressing over 
the bread. Cover the layers of 
proscu~to, tomatoes, Provolone 
cheese, arugula, salt, pepper and oreg-
ano to taste, more parsley, and more 
dressing. Cover the third slice of bread. 
4.Saute the green and red peppers 
in olive oil along w~h the sausage, until 
all are browned. Salt and pepper to 
taste. With a slotted spoon, transfer 
peppers and sausage to the top layer 




MARK 1lI0MAS DR. & JOSSELYN CANYON RD. 
MONTEREY 375-4463 
(A walk away from NPS) 
SUNDAY 
8:00 a.m. - Holy Communion 
9:15 a.m. - Family Service & 
Sunday School 
11 :00 a .m. - Divine Worship 
Nursery Care at both 9: 15 a .m. and 
11 :00 a.m. Services 
Jerome F. Politzer 
Rector 




" / > 
parsley, and oregano. Drizzle a little oil 
on the inside of the last slice of bread 
and place on top. 
S.wrap the sandwich in plastic and 
place between two cookie sheets. Put 
something heavy on this to weight the 
sandwich and refrigerate for 3 hours. 
6.To serve 10 - 12, slice in wedges 
with a serrated knife. 
. ',: ; ..... . 
GOING TO YOUR DENTIST 
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE 
A BAD EXPERIENCE 
Now there is a new comfortable and safe way 
to prevent tooth decay ... Sealants! 
Often Dr. Kroll uses a technique that seals 
your teeth and prevents tooth decay, for both adults 
. and children. / tt In fact children are some of 
'. our favorite patients. 
Call Dr, Kroll 





"'", ~~ CD>: 394-1408 FAEM"=O""NT:-' 
WE WilL GLADLY ASSIST 
YOUWTIH YOUR FAMILY'S 













DR. DARC/f AlAnsoN KROll 
Ayoll ..... 
Gradvat .. 01 
Georget_ UnhrersIty 
75 Kimball AM. 
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How Do You Make A Quilt Stand? 
by Cliff and Beth Hedges 
After having a conversation with a long you will have three 24" pieces. 
friend of mine, I asked my husband The actual length is not important, just 
Cliff , if he knew how to make a quitt that they are the same length. These 
stand. He answered with, "If you use are the cross members. 
enough starch, I'm sure you can make 3. From the 7" wide board cut two 
anything stand: 32" lengths. These are the end pieces. 
This conversation led to him design- 4. Cut the heart shape and bottom 
ing and making a quilt stand for my design in the end pieces with a saber 
friend. We thought some people might saw. 
enjoy having the plans for a very si"""le 5. Using a router with a rounding bit, 
yet attractive piece of fumiture for r---------, finish one edge of 
your homes. each cross mem-
MATERIALS 
I" x 10" pine board S' long 
12-#10 1 1/2" wood screws 
12-1/2" wood screw hole plugs 
TOOLS 







ber. (The rounded 
edge of each cross 
member will be the 
top.) Also finish 
outside edges of 
each end piece as 
well as the heart 
shape on each 
end piece. 
S. Sand all sur-
faces. 
7. Drill 1/2" 
INSTRUCTIONS l,---:--..,.--:----,~ holes about 1/4" 
1. Cut a 2 112" strip the length of the deep in each end piece at the screw 10-
S' pine board. Since the board was cations (see diagram). This will allow 
originally about 9 1/2" wide you now the screws to be counter sunk. 
have two S' boards, one 2 1/2" wide, 8. Drill 1/4" holes the rest of the way 
the other 7" wide. through the end piece through the cen-
2. Cut the 2 1/2" strip into 3 equal ter of the 112" holes. 
lengths. If the board was exactly S' 9. Drill a 1/8" hole into each end of 
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each cross member 112" down from the 
rounded edge. Make the 1/8" hole 
about one (1) inch deep. 
10. Attach three cross members to 
one end piece using only the top screw 
for each cross member. 
11. Attach the other piece to the 
cross members with the top screws. 
12. Make sure that the cross mem-
bers are straight and drill the lower 1/ 
8" holes through the end pieces into the 
cross members. Install the lower 
screws for the cross members. 
13. Glue the screw plugs into the 1/ 
2" holes Tap firmly in place using a 
block of wood to prevent denting the 
plugs with the hammer. 
14. Stain or paint the stand. The 
quitt stand pictured was painted coun-
try blue and sanded on the edges and 
finished with Briwax. 
HELPFUL HINTS 
H&H on Canyon Del Rey carries a 
good selection of wood as well as 
stains and paints. 
Now that Cliff has made a couple of 
these quitt stands, I believe the idea of 
using a lot of starch has left his mind. 
Good luck in your wood working adven-
tures. 
JANUARY AROUND THE BAY 
11-13 Wa~er Larson An1ique Sale This 
Ac1ivny is held at the Mon1erey Fair-
grounds. For more information, call 
(415) 824-1880. 
13-15 Monterey County Symphony 
Concert Alexander Siobodyanik, Piano, 
3 p.m. King Hall, NPSG, Mon1yerey; 8 
p.m. Sunset Center Theatre, San Car-
los and 9th, Carmel; Sherwood Hall, 
940 N. Main, Salinas; For more infor-
mation, call 408-624-8511 . 
26 Natividad 4-H Rabbit Show This 
activity is held at the Monterey Fair-
grounds. For more information, call 
(408) 372-5863. 
26 The March of Dimes Gourmet Gala 
This fundraiser for the March of Dimes 
features Celebrity Cooking Competi-
tion, dinner, dancing, and entertain-
ment. Superchefs Joachim Splichal 
and Rene Verdon will be among the 
masters of cuisine who will be judging 
the cooking efforts of such celebrnies 
as JoAnn Worley, Ruth Buzzi and Eli-
nor Donohue. Theme of the benefit 
which is sponsored in part by the 
Nunes Co., a Salinas-based grower-
producer of fresh vegetables, is "March 
of Dimes-Dining Through the Dec-
ades". For more information, call 408-
373-8482. 
28-Feb 3 AT&T Pebble Beach National 
Pro-Am Golf Toummen1 Held at Spy-
glass Hill, Cypress Point and Pebble 
Beach Golf Courses. The tournament 
runs from 8:15 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day. 
For more information, call 408-372-
4711. 
29 3M Celebrity Challenge at Pebble 
Beach Part of the AT&T Pebble Beach 
Golf Toumamen1, 6 celebmy amateurs 
play fIVe holes. Winner on the 18th and 
the prize money goes to chamy. The 
activny begins at 11 a.m. at the Pebble 
Beach golf course. 
29 Shoot-off at Pebble Beact' Part pf 
the AT&T Pebble Beach Golf Tourna-
ment, the top 10 touring professionals 
play nine holes, one player eliminated 
after each hole, the winner decided on 
the 18th. The even1 begins at 2 p.m. 
at the Pebble Beach Golf Course. For 
more information, call 408-372-4711. 
Have A Healthy, Happy Smlle! 
We welcome you and your friends to our oIIIce' 
Our desire is to reduce your fears and increase your comfort. 
Both Dr. Lackey 
and Dr. Poole 
were lormerly 




MONARCH DENTAL GROUP 
Providing a full range of dental service for 
adults and children 
*
- 675 Pine Ave. .-W... 
_0 : __ - Pacific Grove ~
Telephone 649-1055 









by Susan Romanelli 
The Central Coast is filled w~h hid-
den treasures. Beneath the pounding 
surf brightly colored starfish cling to the 
rugged shores, and graceful jellies float 
in endless dances. The softly rolling 
hills conceal the area's charming, 
bountiful vineyards. And, on darkened 
stages and in silent concert halls an-
other treasure is wa~ing to take you by 
surprise. 
The upcoming music and dance 
season was designed with sensory 
enchantment in mind. Every group, 
from the college campus to the largest 
symphony hall, is tuning up for another 
dynamic season. 
CARMEL MUSIC SOCIETY 
January 16, 1991 at Spm - The 
Camerata Musica, highlighting ~s string 
ensemble, is comprised of twenty-two 
of East Berlin's leading musicians. 
February 19,1991 at Spm - A gradu-
ate of Shanghai Conservatory, featured 
violinists Qi-Xin Pu has given solo per-
formances with the Shanghai Orches-
tra and has won first prize at both the 
Bejing Young Musicians Competition 
and the Pasedena Musicians Compe-
t~ion . 
March 16, 1991 - The 1991 Cannel 
Music Society Vocal Compe@on will 
be held from lOam - 12pm and 1 :30pm 
- 4pm. The grand Prize winner and 
second and third place winners will e 
presented in concert at Spm. 
April 1, 1991 at Spm - Spanish pian-
ist Alicia de Larrocha, who has toured 
the Un~ed States three times each year 
since 1965, headlines. 
April 16, 1991 at Spm - Violinist 
Nandja Salerno-Sonnenberg, a winner 
of the Naumberg International Violin 
Compet~ion, appears with pianist 
Cecile Licad, A Leventritt Foundation 
Gold Medalist. 
All perfonnances will be held at the 
Sunset Center Theater, Cannel. 625-
9938. 
CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF 
THE MONTEREY PENINSULA 
January 11, 1991 at Spm - The An-
geles Quartet 
February 1, 1991 Spm - The Orford 
Quartet 
March 5, 1991 at Spm - The Waverly 
Consort 
March 30, 1991 at 1pm - Cannel 
Chamber Music Competition. Selec-
tions perfonned by chamber en-
sembles of strings, winds, and piano 
from the nation's top univers~ies and 
conservatories. 
March 31, 1991 at 3pm - Competi-
tion Winners' Concert 
Perfonnances will be held in Su nset 




February 1, 1991 at Spm - The 
musical comedy Pajama Game contin-
ues ~s national tour. 
March1, 1991 at Spm - The Kingston 
Trio and an opening act, to be an-
nounced, will appear. 
May 3, 1991 at Spm - Roy Clark and 
his 12 piece band mix rumor w~h ooun-
try tones. 
June 7, 1991 at Spm - Robert 
Goulet, backed by the Guy Lombardo 
Orchestra, finishes the season. 
These perfonnances are in Sher-
wood Hall, Salinas. 1-S00-67S-667S. 
HIDDEN VALLEY MUSIC SEMI-
NARS - Schedule TBA. Ca1l659-3115 
for infonnation. 
KEYBOARD ARTIST SERIES 
January 20, 1991 at 4pm - Rec~al by 
Vladimir Viardo, Gold Medal Winner of 
the 1973 Van Cliburn International 
Piano Compet~ion . 
February 17. 1991 at 4pm - Perfonn-
ance by rising star of the piano, 
Benedetto Lupo. 
April 21, 1991 at 4pm - Selections 
performed by Shura Cherkassky, a 
pupil of Josef Hofmann and a direct link 
to the grand Romantic tradition of the 
19th century. 
Performances at Sunset Center, 
Cannel. 624-7971. 
MONTEREY BAY CHAMBER 
ORCHESTRA 
February 24, 1991 at 4pm - Selec-
tions will include Bach's Brandenburg 
Concerto No.4, Wind Serenade in D 
Minor by Dvorak, and Hayden's Sym-
phony No.6. 
April 28, 1991 at 4pm - The Franc-
esco Trio is featured in an afternoon 
rec~al of Beethoven compositions in-
cluding Symphony No. 7 and Triple 
Concerto for Piano, Violin, Cello and 
Orchestra. 
June 2, 1991 at 4pm - The season 
finale will feature Mozart's Quartet for 
Flute and Strings in D Major w~h flute 
solo by Ray Fabrizio, The Monterey 
String' Quartet will solo in Puccini's 
Elegy, The Monterey Brass Quintet will 
play Arutunian's Su~e for Brass Quin-
tet, and Brahm's Piano Quartet in C 
Minor will be performed by Ed~h Orloff 
on the piano, David Dally on the violin, 
Carmen Martin on the cello, and maes-
tro Michael Nowak, conductor of the 
Monterey Bay Chamber Orchestra, on 
the viola. 




January 13,14,15,1991 - An eve-
ning of great Russian romantics in-
cudes Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto 
No. 3, Op. 30 in D Minor featuring pi-
anist Alexander Siobodyanik, 
Tchaikovsky's Romeo and Juliette and 
Sherazade by Rimsky-Korsakov. 
Februaryl0,II,12,1991- Conduc-
tor Clark E. Suttie passes the baton to 
guest conductor Volkmar Fmsche from 
Germany. Suttle will make his Mon-
terey County Symphony debut as 
contrabass soloist in Concerto in A 
Major for Contrabass and Orchestra by 
Johann Sperger. The program also 
includes Prelude to "Die Meistersinger" 
by Wagner and Schumann's Sym-
phony No. 4, Op. 120 in D Minor. 
March 10, 11 , 12,1991 - The music 
of Mozart and Irish pianist John o'Con-
nor, who performs the Piano Concerto 
MONTEREY PENINSULA CHO-
RALSOCIETY 
February (date and time TBA), 1991 
No. 27 in B Flat, K595, will be featured. 
Other works include Overture to "The 
Magic Flute: K620, Divertimento in D 
Major, K.136, and Symphony No. 41 
(Jup~er), K551. 
and the work most symbolic of worfd 
peace, Symphony No.9, Op. 125 in D 
Minor by Beethoven. 
Sunday performances are at 3pm in 
King Hall at the Naval Postgraduate 
School. Monday performances are at 
8pm in Sunset Center, Carmel and 
Tuesday performances are at Bpm in 
Sherwood Hall, Salinas. 624-8511 . 
May 19, 20, 21, 1991 - The season 
closes with the spir~ed music of 
Rossini 's Overture to the "Barber of 
Seville: Copland's Appalachian Spring, 
r--·-----, You'll Appreciate! I 10% I 
.• Fees ~haHit a Family Budget : . 0 F F I 
• full, Explanation, of All Treatments " I 
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In Practice for 24 Years I WITH THIS I 
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Robert E. Cater, D.D.S., M.S. 
899-1202 Specialist in Orthodontics 
387 OCEAN AVENUE 
MONTEREY. CA 93940 
Dr. Favalora Is offering complimentary 
consultations and exams w"h ad. 
TltE FOUOWlNG? 
S. NECK. SHOUlDER & ARM PAIN 
6. NUMBNESS IN HANOS OR ARMS 
7. PAIN BETWEEN SH04.A.OERS 
8. lOW BACK & LEG PAIN 
DOMINIC J. FAVALORA, D.C. 
PALMER GRADUATE 





I Natalie I I Natalie 
I HAIRCUT I I PERM l 
I $12 Reg.$23 I I $25 Reg.$55AndUP I 
I includes:Shampoo.rtnse.styieand I I IDGHLlGHIS$45.REG.$70 I 
L'~dry.~~~~.:::~en~only~ L Longh~~~~~~.J 
373-7746 o445Cortez 0 Monterey, CA93940 
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Grow Into The 90's With 
A Roman Catholic School Serving the 
Monterey Peninsula Since 1898 
Pre-School through Grade 8 
• Inter-Parish and Multi-Ethnic 
• Teaching Christian Morals 
• Integrated Basic Academic Skills 
with Gospel Values 
• Creating a Supportive Atmosphere 
in which Teachers, Parents and 
Children Can Grow 
• Tuition Assistance Available 
Academic' Physical 
Religious Studies' Pre-School 
and Extended Care 
COME GROW WTTH US! 




~ MARY KAY 
Independent Beauty Consultant 
Susan Stone 
372-0861 
Call for an appointment 
'lJe6orafi J'tnn 1(,poa 
licensed Nail Professional 
1339 Spruance Rd. 372-6907 
392 c Ricl<etts Road 
MonIBrey, CA 93940 
(408) 655-2678 
Dentistry for Infants, 




_ . AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION 
- AMERICAN ACADEMY OF 
PEDIATRIC DENTISI'S 
- CALIFORNIA SOCIETY OF 
PEIllAl1UC DENTISTS 
~ specialize in the denial 
care 0/ .voung people /rom 
birth to age 18 
J. Mark Bayless, John Faia,lII, 
D.M.D. D.D.S. 
333 EI Dorado, 
Monl,rey .375-4892 
IS WASHINGTON IN YOUR FUTURE? 
Come To Talk To The Caring Professionals Of U5RA! 




FRIDAY 25 JAN 4-8 PM 
SATURDAY 26 JAN 10-5 PM 
SUNDAY 27 JAN 10-5 PM 
HOLIDAY INN RESORT HOTEL 
PENINSULA ROOM 
1000 AGUAJITO ROAD 
373-6141 




CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 847-7787 
Find out how our BONUS PACKAGE saves you money and 
protects yoyr home Investment. ealty 
ssociates A MERICAN SERVICE J-\ MERICAN PRIDE 
Masquerade Ball 
Costume Revue 
by Kathy Richmond 
The Masquerade Charity Ball "Costume Revue" has 
been scheduled for Friday, February 1 at 8 p.m. in the 
Barbara McNitt Ballroom. This is a great time for all to 
come together and get wonderful ideas for the Masquer-
ade Charity Ball which will be held on Saturday, March 
2, 1991. 
Tickets are $38 per couple or $19 individually. A 
portion of the ticket price is tax deductible and receipts 
will be furnished on request. Ticket sales will start the 
night of the "Costume Revue" and tickets will also be 
available on Monday, February 4th from 11 a.m. to 1 
p.m. by the student Mail Center in Herrmann Hall. You 
may purchace tickets by mail beginning February 2 
through 11 using the form attached. Requests received 
prior to February 2 will be processed order of receipt 
starting on February 2 and must be postmarked no later 
than February 11. This is a popular event and we expect 
tickets to sell out early. Tickets are on a first come first 
serve basis starting at the "Costume Revue". TIckets will 
be mailed to your SMC/address approximately two 
weeks before the ball. 
--------------------------------MASQUERADE CHARITY BALL 
---, 
~ TICKET SALES FORM 00 PLEASE USE THIS FORM WHEN PURCHASING TICKETS 
"". ~,==-J~ DATE OF BALL 
March 2, 1991 
• Tickets Sell Out Early 
• Exact change or checks will be accepted for tickets. Checks payable to OSWC. 
• Tables will seat 8. We will do our best to seat everyone in your party together. 
• This is a chairty function , tickets are non-refundable. 
NAMEOFPURCHASER: ________________________________________________ __ 
ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________ __ 
SMC#: _______ HOME PHONE NUMBER _________________ NUMBER IN PARTY: ______ _ 
Tickets by Mail: SMC # 2971 or D. Hering 
15 Shu brick Road, Monterey, California 93940 
For further information contact: Diane Hering 649-8573 
For Office Use Only: 
Table Numbers: ______ Group Number: ______ Cash Amount.: _______ Check Amount: ______ _ 








Virginia Beach - Norfolk 
Come To An Open House 
FREE Individual Consultation, 
Information Packet, View Homes On Video 
Housing • Schools & Communities • Financing • Transportation 
Ask about our House Hunting Air Transportation Plan 
JANUARY 18, 19, 20 FRIDAY - SATURDAY 
10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
HYATT REGENCY MONTEREY 
CONFERENCE CENTER 
"SPYGlASS U" ROOM 
ONE GOLD COURSE ROAD 
MONTEREY, CALlFORNlA 
JUDY TOBIN - KATHY FELLING ELEANOR HAWKINS 
Northern Virginia Maryland 
JIM & PAT RALEIGH 
Virginia Beach - Norfolk 
LiJlJLONG & FOSTER, ~ REAL1OOS" 
TOLL FREE NUMBER 1-81JO.525-8910 
EXT. 9235 
[H National Relocation Service @ 
SPECIALIZING IN WORLDWIDE MILITARY RELOCATION . 
